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elsewhere, mai is back in the persona of the
orichalchos, living in tokyo where she begins taking
care of a new and mysterious boy. she is still deeply
loyal to joey and wants to help him, but she refuses

to kill dartz. however, when she finds out that
toshiro was still using the same amnesia effect on

joey that he used to take joey's soul and power
away, she is angry and angry that her friends had
betrayed her. she is even more furious when she

learns that joey was just as evil as kaiba and yami,
and he is now going to bring his friends to the

shadow realm to face her. it is here that mai learns
that toshiro and yami are one and the same person
and she is about to kill him when yami stops her. he
begs her not to kill him, and mai realizes that he is

the only one who still truly cares about her. she
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cannot kill him, and even though he could use the
amnesia effect on her, she tells him that she could
never kill him. he then tells her that she is a kind-

hearted person and that he will always care for her.
at the same time, joey is in a powerful duel with

mai's possessed version of dartz. after a long battle,
mai is once again released from the orichalchos'

control. she is ready to face her former friends, who
have come to confront her. however, she is stopped
by joey, who tells her that he has finally come back
to her. mai is shocked and asks joey why he is here.

he tells her that kaiba has returned and wants to
help her free the orichalchos from her. however, mai
feels that she still needs to do this, and joey is not

sure if he can stand in her way. they share one final
embrace, and mai tells joey that he is truly a good

man. joey then apologizes to mai for not trusting her
or believing in her, and tells her that he will always
love her. he tells her that he is with her now, and

they leave together in a farewell.
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in the dub, after she has been rescued by valon, mai
reveals that she was originally a member of dartz's
forces. she admits that joey was the one that saved
her life and that she despises him for his selfishness.
she also reveals to valon that she is now in love with
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him. however, she says she is not ready to be with
him because she is still in love with joey. in episode
151, valon attends a duel academy tournament. he
is determined to beat joey, even if it means telling

him that mai is the real mai. meanwhile, joey enters
a duel against dartz in the same building where

valon and mai are competing. joey is defeated, and
valon is defeated as well. at the same time, joey is
feeling down and lonely, and he feels that mai is no
longer in love with him. by the end of the events,
yugi and the gang have gone their separate ways.
mai returns to the shadow realm with dartz. valon

and joey decide to take the fight to the dark
dimension themselves. valon plans to take mai back
to the shadow realm while joey wants to return mai
to her friends. this is the final confrontation. michael

novak, the artistic director of tcgs 2018 2019 -
would be dancing today if only he could. he was a

long time member of the company, and left to
pursue a career as a full time artistic director. novak
was raised in the midwest, rolling meadows, illinois.

passionate about dance (from the age of 10) he
worked hard to develop his own brilliant past at
columbia university as magna cum laude and

elected phi beta kappa. this was among just a taste
of this mans talents. mai spends the rest of the

series alone and out of the picture, reevaluating her
life, and trying to rediscover her passion for dueling.
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in the dub, mai claims she cannot face joey and the
others until she can face up to what she's done. in
the dub, mai says she's working on it. 5ec8ef588b
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